
Company Name: 
Indian Energy Exchange Limited

Company website:  
www.iexindia.com

Position Title:
Front End Lead

Location:
Mumbai

Qualification:
Bachelors/Master's Degree in Computer Science from Top Tier university

Experience:
12 to 15 Years

Responsibilities:

 Working with VP Engineering/CTO for managing Web Based Frontend – Angular 6+, App and 
some backend services for the Exchange technology platform.  

 Design overall architecture of the web application for providing Customer delight.

 Maintain quality and ensure the responsiveness of applications.

 Collaborate with the rest of the engineering team to design and launch new features.

 Maintain code integrity and organization.

 Experience in converting designs to visual elements.

 Participate in product development from ideation to deployment and beyond.

 Understanding and implementation of security and data protection.

 Ensuring Coding standards across development team and ensuring development process like 
code reviews are followed. 

 Ability to clearly communicate technical issues to laymen and to translate their feedback.

Requirements:
 Candidate must have been a full stack developer with a solid frontend.
 Experience with Angular 6+, Latest Angular versions, React Native, JavaScript, HTML5, CSS3. 
 Experience in integrating different charting libraries.
 Experience in creating Mobile App especially using Hybrid App technologies
 Experience with MySQL, MongoDB, Cassandra, Postgres and/or MongoDB desired
 Experienced in Distributed Cache technologies like Redis, Memcache etc
 Experienced in creating single sign on and user authentication.
 Technology expertise with insights about technology trends and solutions
 Team-player, flexible and able to work in a fast-paced environment.
 Analytical mindset, with an ability to see both the big picture and the details.
 Ability to gather and assimilate information, Ability to think ahead and anticipate problems, 

issues, and solutions.
 Cloud and DevOps knowledge is a plus.

Kindly mail your resume at: Prashant.Pawar@iexindia.com
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